The Global
Village

The Global Village
If we could shrink the Earth's population of over 7
billion to a global village of precisely 1,000 people,
with all existing human ratios remaining the same, it
would look like the village in the following slides.
(Keep in mind, that each one of the villagers
represents a population of a little over 7 million ...
about the population of Hong Kong.)

Villagers’ Area of Origin
604 Asians (of whom 190 are Chinese and 180 are
from India)
150 Africans

50 Europeans
90 Latin Americans
50 Russians
50 North Americans

6 from Australia, New Zealand or the Pacific Islands

Villagers’ Sex, Orientation and Age
500 villagers are male.
500 are female.
20 to 100 villagers are part of the LGBT community.
261 villagers are under 15 years old.
520 are under 30 years old.
117 villagers are 60 years or over.
15 are 80 years or over.

Village Languages
141 villagers speak Mandarin Chinese.
89 speak Hindi, Bengali or Punjabi.
58 speak Spanish.
55 speak English.
42 speak Arabic.
30 speak Portuguese.
24 speak Russian.
19 speak Japanese.
14 speak German.
The remaining villagers speak a variety of 6,000 other
languages. Some of those languages are spoken by
only 1-2 villagers but over 500 of the villagers speak
two or more languages.

Village Religions
The village is home to:
315 Christians (among them 187 Catholics, 84
Protestants and 31 Orthodox)
232 Muslims
153 Secular/Non religious/Agnostics/Atheists
150 Hindus
55 practitioners of Chinese traditional religions
71 Buddhists
2 Jews
22 practitioners of other religions

Village Religious Freedom
There are a number of government restrictions on religion
(efforts to control religious groups and individuals ranging
from registration requirements to discriminatory policies
and bans on certain faiths) and 730 villagers have been
involved in social hostilities stemming from religion (from
vandalism of religious property and desecration of sacred
texts to violent assaults resulting in deaths and injuries).

Both Christians and Muslims have faced harassment by
village groups.
In recent years, there has been a marked increase in the
number of individuals and groups harassing Jewish
villagers.

Village Mythology
330 villagers believe in witchcraft, ghosts, aliens,
etc.
Over half of the villagers with Sub-Saharan African
origins believe in witchcraft.
One-third of the villagers with American origins
believe in ghosts.

Village Education
630 of the villagers age 15 and over are literate.
Of those, 328 are male and 302 are female.
200 villagers are educated through the upper
secondary level.

67 villagers have a college degree.
The village has 7 teachers.
108 villagers have no education.
29 village children are not enrolled in school.

Village Wealth and Income
The 10 richest villagers own 40% of the village’s
wealth.
The 60 richest villagers own 50%.
200 villagers receive 75% of the
village’s income.
200 receive only 2% of the village’s
income.

The other 600 villagers split the
remaining 23% ... although not equally.

Village Wealth and Income
820 villagers have an average income of $5,440 per
year, the equivalent disposable income of $15 a
day.
510 of those live on less than $2 a day.
270 villagers receive varying amounts of public
assistance.

180 villagers have an average income of $32,470
per year, the equivalent disposable income of $90 a
day.

Village Occupations
442 of the villagers between 15 and 80 years of age are
employed.
Of those, 260 work full-time and 212 are women.
30 villagers are migrant workers.

5 villagers are soldiers.
47 villagers are government workers.
156 villagers work in the agriculture/extraction sector.
97 work in the industrial sector. 189 work in the
services sector.

500 villagers are involved (to varying degrees) in the
informal (black market) economy.

Village Health
220 villagers are overweight.
150 villagers suffer from malnutrition.
10 are starving to death.
On average, there is 2800 KCal of food per day per
villager ... this is not distributed evenly, though, with
some villagers receiving much more and some much
less.
320 villagers lack access to basic sanitation.
90 villagers lack access to clean, safe drinking water.
10 villagers have HIV/AIDS.
The villagers’ average lifespan is 70.5 years.
The village has 1 doctor.

Village Housing
510 of the villagers live in areas considered urban.
(If the village as a whole were more developed, 750
villagers would live in urban areas.)
250 villagers live in substandard housing or have no
home at all.
600 villagers live within 62 miles of a coastline.
3 villagers are refugees driven from their homes by
war or drought.

Village Infrastructure
Only 70 villagers of the 1,000 own an automobile or light
truck (although some of the 70 own more than one).
142 villagers lack access to an all-weather road.

371 villagers lack access to electricity full time.
114 villagers lack access to water.
357 villagers lack access to basic sanitation.

214 villagers have no reliable phone service.

Village Technology
The village's population has 770 mobile phones but
they are unevenly distributed. Some of the villagers
have 2 or more cell phones, others have none.
200 villagers own a television.
Radio is the primary source of information for 700
villagers.
220 villagers own or share a computer.
642 villagers have never used the internet.
350 villagers are internet users. 150 have internet
access from home. 120 are active users of Facebook.

Village Governance
Half of the villagers distrust their government.

Only 400 villagers are comfortable with democracy.
440 are willing to cast votes regarding their government.
The village government has 100 elected representatives, of
which 22 are women, 65 are white (European, Russian or
North American origin), 35 are Asian (Chinese or Indian
origin), 55 are Christian, 45 are Muslim.
LGBT, speakers of minority languages, adherents of
minority faiths, villagers of color and villagers from middle
and lower income groups are not represented.
2 villagers are in prison.

Village Annual Budget
The village has a total annual budget of $3 million ...
$3,000 per person if it were distributed evenly.
Of the $3,000,000, the annual expenditures are:
$269,100 for weapons and warfare

$135,000 for education
$162,000 for health care (plus another $108,000 in
private funds)

$891,000 for public assistance spending

Village Nuclear Weapons
The village has buried beneath it enough explosive power
in nuclear weapons to blow itself to smithereens many
times over. These weapons are under the control of 100 of
the 1,000 villagers.
The other 900 watch with deep anxiety, wondering whether
those 100 can learn to get along together and, even if they
do, whether they might set off the weapons through
inattention or technical bungling.
And if the village ever decides to dismantle the weapons,
no one knows where in the global village they will dispose
of the radioactive materials of which the weapons are
made.

The Global Village
When one considers our world from such an
incredibly compressed perspective, the need for
cooperation, tolerance and understanding becomes
glaringly apparent.

The End

